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Hot Shot stuff! The most authentic Las Vegas casino experience, full of all the favorite
classic slots that everyone loves  to spin and win is waiting for you right here at Hot
Shot Casino! Get the full SciPlay Vegas experience  with the actual Light & Wonder
machines you love playing on the casino floor!
It’s the hottest ticket to play every
 hit slot machine and all the real Vegas slots machines you adore. Spin winning slots
like Rise Of Ra, Zeus  Slots, Blazing 7’s, HotShot Progressive, Lock it Link Hearts,
Video slots, Rainbow Riches, Michael Jackson Slots, Kronos Unleashed, MONOPOLY™,
buffalo  slots & many other slots of Vegas.
Is the Las Vegas casino hot enough for you?
Because it’s about to get  as hot and real as the Nevada desert! All-time classic fruit
machines, wild classic slots and fan favorite free slots  for iPhone are what makes the
Hot Shot casino slots so HOT! It’s a well known fact that slot machines  are the hit of
every casino, and casino slot machines players prefer casino slot games to other
activities. The best  slot games from the heart of Vegas are the most exciting casino
game, shining bright among other casino games such  as Blackjack, Roulette, Poker Cards.
Don’t settle for any other casino games app and get straight to the point, the  way
casino slot masters do! Start playing free slot games to enjoy a different free casino
slot games experience that’s  like no slot game you’ve ever seen before. Every detail of
the Hot Shots slots casino app was crafted for  a unique Vegas casino where casino games
for free feel just like spinning the Vegas casino slots. Download the app  and start
spinning slot machines to win free bonuses!
The casino slots free app offers many
features and lucky slots that  keep the casino slots games as thrilling as possible.
With more than 200 leading slots games and new bonus slots  added to Hot Shot slots all
the time, you’ll never have a dull moment. Play the free slot casino games  and spin
free slots as much as you want. The slot mania is officially on, so step into the house
 of fun and spin those free slots games for iPad and iPhone!
With Vegas games like
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Blazing 7’s, and free slots  with bonus rounds, you will experience plenty of 777 slots
moments when playing the Hot Shot slot game. You can  win Hot Shot slots freebies and
Hot Shot slots free bonuses from the very first second you start spinning the  Hot Shot
slots and hitting 777.
HOT slots BONUSES are also part of the deal, and this slots game
has plenty  of prizes and rewards! From daily wins and special Hot Shot casino slots
bonuses and gifts, you’ll stay busy spinning  free slot machines and collecting huge
casino bonuses. This free slot casino game will have 777 and lightning jackpot wins
 hitting your hot game screen over and over again as you play slot games for free! If
you’re waiting for  a magical wizard to help you to hit it rich, just download the free
slots casino game app and let  the lightning casino start your riches era. Double down
on your cash bet and play slots free for iPad as  much as you like. Spin free casino
games and win Hot Shot slots free coins while it’s HOT!
The games do  not offer real
money gambling or an opportunity to win real money or prizes. Practice or success at
social casino  gaming does not imply future success at real money gambling.
*The
MONOPOLY name and logo, the distinctive design of the game  board, the four corner
squares, the MR. MONOPOLY name and character as well as each of the distinctive
elements of  the board and the playing pieces are trademarks of Hasbro for its property
trading game and game equipment. © 1935,  2024 Hasbro. All rights reserved.
YAHTZEE is a
trademark of Hasbro. Used with permission. © 2024 Hasbro. All rights reserved.*
The
games  are intended for an adult audience. (Aged 21 or older).
The games do not offer
real money gambling or an opportunity  to win real money or prizes. Practice or success
at social casino gaming does not imply future success at real  money gambling.  
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